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Tax collections up but Pa. economy steamless
By Colin McNickle
Pennsylvania’s total tax collections this past fiscal year exceeded those of the prior year. But that does not
necessarily point to a strengthening commonwealth economy, concludes a new analysis by researchers at
the Allegheny Institute for Public Policy.
“The 4 percent increase in general fund tax revenues for fiscal 2018 over 2017 should not be construed to
mean the state is performing well compared to fast growing states or to the national economy,” say Frank
Gamrat, executive director of the Pittsburgh think tank, and Jake Haulk, its president emeritus and senior
advisor (in Policy Brief Vol. 18, No. 36).
And a more comprehensive overview of the economic data suggest the Keystone State has failed to
address a trio of chronic growth retardants, the scholars stress.
Total general fund revenues for fiscal 2018 topped $32 billion, up from fiscal 2017’s $30.75 billion,
according to the state Department of Revenue. While the latest revenues represent the second-largest
percentage increase in total tax receipts over the past five years, they were about a half-percent below the
state’s projected $32.13 billion.
“This may be a sign that businesses in Pennsylvania are not fully benefitting from a faster paced national
economy,” Gamrat and Haulk say. “Or, it could be they are struggling under Pennsylvania’s tax and
regulatory environment.”
Delving into specific tax categories, corporate net income tax collections rose 4.6 percent to $2.88 billion
in fiscal 2018 over fiscal 2017. But that was 7.7 percent below state projections. Sales and use tax
collections, 3.8 percent higher in fiscal 2018 at $10.38 billion, slightly exceeded the projected $10.34
billion.
Also exceeding the state’s projection were collections for Pennsylvania’s personal income tax, the largest
revenue generator. While $13.30 billion was predicted for fiscal 2018, $13.4 billion was collected, up 5.8
percent over fiscal 2017, Revenue department figures show.

That said, federal income tax collections, even with tax cuts, were up 7.8 percent through July 2018 in the
fiscal year that began in October 2017.
But even with rising state tax receipts, it would be a misnomer to conclude that the commonwealth’s
economy is picking up steam.
“Household survey data (seasonally adjusted) for August 2018 suggest that a significant strengthening is
not occurring,” the Ph.D. economists note.
To wit, while the increasing national civilian labor force suggests strong employment opportunities, a
38,000-person drop in the Keystone State’s labor force in fiscal 2018 over fiscal 2017 – combined with a
gain of only 7,000 employed persons – suggests a large number have stopped looking for work.
Yes, it could be that retirements have increased. “Or it could be discouraged workers and that would not
be a healthy sign for the state’s economy,” Gamrat and Haulk say.
And then there’s this critical metric: Nonfarm jobs in Pennsylvania rose by 1.1 percent in the August
2017 to August 2018 period as the national rate rose 1.6 percent.
“This continues a trend in which total nonfarm employer payrolls have struggled to break out,” the think
tank scholars say.
Just as troubling has been Pennsylvania’s chronic struggle to create goods-producing jobs, including
those in manufacturing, that, versus service jobs, lead to higher wages and offshoot industries that better
help the economy expand.
Pennsylvania’s growth in education and health services, up 2.62 percent in the year ending in August
2018, topped the national growth rate of 1.93 percent.
Be that as it may, “The below-national gains in nonfarm jobs in Pennsylvania point to persistent and
longstanding problems with its business climate,” Gamrat and Haulk conclude. “The high corporate tax
rates, a smothering regulatory climate and fealty to unions all play a part in holding the state’s economy at
subpar levels.”
Colin McNickle is communications and marketing director at the Allegheny Institute for Public Policy
(cmcnickle@alleghenyinstitute.org).
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